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I. section one. test and image 

viiia adriana: 
oflabyrinths, monuments, and the rhetoric of ruin 



Lecture Notes: Villa Adriana 
21 March 1988 
Rice University 

Lecture Outline 

I. Background Information 
A. quote Richard Brilliant 

slides: [1] villa plan by Piranesi and blank 
etching by Piranesi 
aerial view of villa ( 1 ) 
aerial view of villa (2) 
aerial view of villa (3) 

B. Introduction and orientation: state the point of view and the point 
of departure intentions of ambiguity; the disjunction between 
expectation and experience, tension in form and space 

slides: [1] villa plan, Ricotti 
lr] views of monuments (1,2,3) 

III. Monuments and Labyrinths: Tails and Paratails 

A. Taxis 
slides: Serlio on taxis (2) 
(1) sacred cut and (r) Pantheon and sacred cut 
(r) Pecile and sacred cut overlay 
(l) Piazza d’Oro and (r) Belvedere 

B. Parataxis 
(l) Villa and (r) blank 

C. Monuments and Labyrinths: object and path 
discussion of use and inversion of urban typologies 

1. slides: (r) monumental Rome 
2. (r) labyrinth 

IV. Villa at the scale of the city 

A. landscape/axes of orientation 
slides: (r) Ricotti axon of site 
(r) Temple of Hercules in Tivoli, substructures, Piranesi 
(1) villa substructures, Monuments Antiques and (r) Piranesi, 
Palatine Hill 
(1) Pecile wall substructure and (r) substructure Temple of Venus 
and Rome 
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V. Typologies, taxis and parataxis 

A. Roman Fora 
slides: (1) Villa and aies and (r) Roman fora 
(1) Pecile and (r) Forum Transitorium 
(r) hippodrome garden on Palatine 

B, gardens of Rome 
(r) axial view to Serapeo 
(1) plan of Canopus 
(1) Serapeo by Piranesi and (r) garden pavilion in Gardens of 
Sallust by Piranesi 

V. Maritime Theatre: conjunction of object and path 

A. The hidden object 
slides: (1) plan maritime theatre and (r) villa (both from 
monuments antiques 
(r) model view, maritime theatre 
2. approach, influence of parataxis 
(r) fa] hall of philosophers, [bl library court, [cj libraries 

B. Taxis 
(1) taxis, maritime theatre 
(r) overview of interior 
(r) view out entry exedra 

C. The theatre of the object 
(r) fish-eye view from circular portico 
(r) circular pavilion enclosed within portico 
(r) piscine, plan 
(r) Piscine, view 

D. Axis of orientation 
(r) view down axis from niche 
(r) view in through vestibule 

E. Taxis of typology 
slides: ir) plan Pantheon, Rome 
(1) view of model elevation of vestibule and (r) Pantheon, front 
elevation. 
(1) section through m. t. and (r) section through Pantheon 
(1) plan, maritime theatre and (r) transformation of Roman domus 
(r) etruscan tomb 
(r) Mausoleum of Augustus and (2) Mausoleum of Hadrian 

IV. Conclusion: the rhetoric of ruin 
slides: (villa plan) etching, sww and (r) Piranesi, Piazza d'Oro 
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(1) slides: [1] Villa plan, Piranesi and [r] Piranesi, crytoportico 

The art historian Richard Brilliant describes the essential character of 

visual narratives in classical culture in this way: 

The beginning is connected with the promise of the 
end, and retrospectively, the end is connected with 
the promise of the beginning. Temporal succession 
in these works can be conceived as a road that 
neither comes from somewhere, nor goes 
anywhere, but is comprehended, as if from far 
away, as a whole. The various actions and events.. 
.. thus seen, are connected by a network of 
overlapping descriptions bound up in a present 
that incorporates past and future, experienced 
together. 

The conjunctive and often confusing nature of visual narrative is 

particularly relevant in any study of Hadrian's Villa. For the Villa is, and 

will always be, an architectural enigma. 

slide: fr] (2) Piranesi, Temple of Apollo 

Its landscape of ruin reveals fragments of an architecture stripped of 

specific narrative associations, without the artifice of surface decoration. 

Yet, narrative remains entwined within the masonry and marble, in the 

broken columns and half-formed arches, in the water which courses 

through it and across the earth upon which it is engraved. From its 

rediscovery in the sixteenth century until the present, architects have 

made the Villa a place of pilgrimage, a touchstone for the architectural 

imagination which tries in vain to reconstruct its ruins. 
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slide: [r] (3) Piranesi, Large Baths 

We, too, who are the architectural inheritors of Hadrian's legacy, are 

allowed, like Ligorio or Piranesi, to write our own plays, to fabricate our 

own narrative epics and myths, about the empty spaces between the walls 

and the memory of the gardens within the courts. 

slide: III (2) Ricotti, plan of villa and [rj (4) Piranesi, Hall of Philosophers) 

The Villa, of which perhaps only 25 percent has been excavated, was 

constructed by and for Hadrian on the hillsides below Tivoli between 118 

and 138 A. D., the years of his principale. Little factual information exists 

with regard to the Villa. A single line from a biography, one of two existing 

classical biographies on Hadrian, lays the foundation for the evolution of 

our modern-day interpretations. It was said that Hadrian had named all of 

the Villa's complexes after favored places he had visited on his journeys 

around the empire. While there is little archaeological evidence to support 

the names now given to many of the Villa's parts, the engravings of 

Piranesi have etched many these romanticized names permanently upon 

the ruins of the Villa. 

(go to screen, tour with romanticized names) 
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slide: III (3) sww, Peciîe and[rj(3) Piranesi, Pedie or slide: ll] swvr Serapeo 

and fr]Piranesi, Serapeo) 

My own interpretation, like Piranesi's, is built around an archaeology 

of monuments and the labyrinth which binds them together. In the 

absence of any clear iconographie narrative, one is left with fragments 

which suggest a more significant role for formal relationships. For it is the 

meaning inherent in and between the fragments themselves, in the 

rhetoric of ruin, which lends relevance to a re-reading of the formal 

abstraction at the Villa. 

slides: fij (4) plan of Villa andfri, (6) model shot, villa 

The Villa seems to waver somewhere between a composition of 

objects — the typological monuments of the city -- and a sequence of 

theatrically composed spaces. As a consequence of this compositional 

sensibility, the architectural conditions one expects to find in traditional 

classical composition are often self-consciously denied, ignored, or 

subverted. There is no single formal idea which serves to organize the 

whole. Instead, we must recognize, dissect and reconfigure the Villa in 

relation to the conjunction of two diametrically opposed principles, tails 

and parataxis Both principles, as applied by Tzonis and Lefaivre in their 

book, Classical Architecture, are drawn originally from Aristotle's Poetics, 

his work on classical rhetoric. 

slides; fl (51 and r (7)j taxis from Tzonis and Lefaivre 

Taxis is simply the orderly arrangement of parts which ultimately 

"constrains the placing of the architectural elements that populate a 

building by establishing successions of logically organized space. Taxis 
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finds its representation in the refined geometric and proportional interplay 

of circle and square. Taxis ultimately produces an ordered, coherent work. 

The use of taxis serves to set each of the fragments into a clearly 

perceived, and autonomous frame of reference. The consistent use of the 

regulating lines of abstract geometry is characteristic of Roman 

proportioning in monumental building, and it is important that we see this 

as an indication of a distinctly urban sensibility. 

All of the structures which I will show will maintain a consistent use of 

formal taxis. On a very basic level, the ordering principles of taxis allow 

us to more easily understand the constituent fragments which make up the 

Villa. 

slides: [I] (6) sacred cut and [r] (8) Pantheon and sacred cut 

The use of one such ordering device, known as the "sacred cut", found 

in contemporary urban monuments, such as the Pantheon in Rome, reveals 

a direct correlation between abstract geometry and the three-dimensional 

configuration of space. The "sacred cut" is an artificial construct which 

organizes the disposition of form based on the continuous subdivision of 

the square by circular arcs bisecting the center of the square, with 

centerpoints at the four corners of the square. 

(go to screen and explain, square with emphasis on hierarchical ordering 

and dominance of centrality) 

This procedure subdivides the initial square into a hierarchically ordered 

nine-square pattern with the larger central square becoming the dominant 

figure. The effect of this application of abstract geometry is the creation of 

an internal logic around which the whole is structured. Significantly, all 

subsequent subdivisions of the square amplify the importance of the 
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centralized nature of the method of construction, which in turn serves to 

reinforce the inward, or internalized, nature of the figure. The 

interrelationship of circle and square define the limits of the architectural 

construct, creating a static piece, a temenos defining its own world within 

the world. 

slides: fij (7)Ricotti, plan of Villa and frj(9) pian o/'Peci/e with sacred cut 

As in the Pantheon, the unrelenting use of circle, square and axis as 

compositional devices in the construction of autonomous urban fragments 

is a common theme in many of the major architectural compositions at the 

Villa. Here, in the Pecile, the sacred cut has been used to order the entire 

fragment. 

Organization of fragments by taiis is not limited to the use of the 

sacred cut. All of the centralized spaces at the Villa reveal variations on 

the geometric themes of taxis Of those centralized spaces, I will mention 

only two in passing here, but will go into greater detail on a third later. 

(show iocations on pian) 

südes:frj (JO) pian of Piazza dOro centraipaviJion show Jocation 
frj (II) taxis of Piazza dOro 
fr) (12) pian of Belvedere 
frj (13) taxis of Belvedere 

slide: frj(14) blank 

The converse of taxis, parataxis, is, by its very nature, less easily 

revealed. In simplest terms parataxis is the self-conscious subversion of 

the dominant compositional scheme. The notion of parataxis implies the 

existence and recognition of an internally rigorous order, taxis, against 

which deviations from that order can be measured. Consequently, the 

associated ideals of harmony and perfection are the prerequisite norms 
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against which intentions of ambiguity and contradiction are set. In 

parataxis, according to Tzonis and Lefaivre, "anomalies are treated as 

episodes whose justification remains in suspense. The continuous 

unfolding of metric themes and architectural phrases imply that 

somewhere in the next group of units there will be a counteracting pattern, 

a theme or phrase responding to the incongruity, ultimately explaining and 

permitting it." 

The dialogue between the two principles of taxis and parataxis sets 

the stage for the interplay of a series of architectural ideas which produces 

the blurred and ambiguous readings of the Villa as city, as garden, and as 

theatre. This architectural framework is based, as I stated earlier, on the 

tension engendered by the disjunction between expectation and 

experience. The surface layer, taxis, is always derived from formal 

expectations or typological associations — from the order of the monument. 

slide: frj Ü5) monumental Rome 

And here we could compare the plan of the Villa with a plan of the 

monumental core of Rome. The order of the monument has its own taxis, 

so to speak, derived from traditional Roman urban typology -- Within both 

one finds the forms of palace and forum, nymphaeum, bath, and basilica, 

temple and tomb, the stadium, the circus, and the theatre. Each is 

autonomous, seemingly independent of the fabric around it; each has is 

own internalized order and focus. At this level, the Villa can be seen as a 

catalogue of urban monuments, in which the analogous city and the real 

city share common ground. 
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Beneath this surface reading lies layer upon layer of overlapping and 

conflicting readings — the labyrinth which is the result of the influence of 

parataxis. The disorder of the labyrinth — is derived from the inversion 

and perceptual manipulation of this urban typology and the rituals 

associated with it — from the intentional ambiguity between villa and city. 

Parataxis functions on many levels at the Villa, but its real significance lies 

in its consistent use as a vehiclce for the self-consciouosly theatrical 

reconstitution of the city — with the city as archetypal memory. 

The typological references are generic, easily recognized forms drawn from 

the monumental language of the city. Their transformation into the 

gardens of Hadrian's Villa is such that one is perpetually conscious of the 

presence of the city in the play of open and closed spaces, the sequence 

from one to the neit creating a tension and ambiguity in the conflict 

between form and association. 

slide: III(8) aerial view, villa and fri(16) elevation reconstruction, villa 

At the largest scale, the Villa s constituent parts are composed in a 

loose arc which defines the edge of a long low ridge which runs generally 

north to south. The architectural remnants of the Villa rest on a complex 

basement level of massive substructures which follow, yet modify this 

ridegline. 

slide: flj (9) model shot, Pecile and frj (17) Pecile substructure 

This site strategy, as seen in the 600 foot long court of the Pecile, provides 

us with first indication of the Villa s relationship to an implied urban 

context. For, the fabrication of artificially raised landscapes through the 
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use of massive substructures was a common practise in the imperial 

tradition of monumental building. 

slide: fJj (10) Palatine substructures and [rj (18) Palatine substructures 

As you can see here, the remnants of the palace complex on the Palatine in 

Rome consist of a series of inhabitable substructures laid one atop the 

other as they climb the hill above the Circus Maximus. Placed in the center 

of Rome, they would have dominated the monumental heart of the ancient 

city -- the old Forum Romanum and the later Imperial Fora. As at 

Hadrian s Villa, the substructures become the platforms for the display of 

the palace's forms and spaces which rest upon them. 

(slides: [11(11) Villa aies and[r] (19) Roman Fora 

Above the subterranean realms of these platforms, introverted, or 

internally focused space is the norm in both imperial Rome, and Hadrian's 

Villa. At the Villa, the dominant compositional axis of each complex 

generally forms the primary axis of the internal court around which each 

major composition organizes itself. 

Each of the five imperial fora is similarly organized about an implied 

horizontal centerline, with a vast forecourt framed by columnated porticoes 

symmetrically disposed about this centerline. In each case the focus of the 

paved court is the temple at the end of the axis. In general, the courts 

themselves contain only one object — a triumphal arch, an altar to the 

deified emperor, or some grand representation of the emperor to whom the 

forum was dedicated. The enclosure of each of the fora by the external 

walls of the peristyles effectively isolates each from its neighbor, with each 

having its own independent taxis, creating an internally regulated whole. 
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The points of transition between them are clearly defined, the approach 

and, hence the view, dominated by the object at the end of the court. 

(slides:/!/(12) Pecile and frj (20) Forum Transitorlum 

In these urban spaces, in this case on the right in the Forum 

Transitorium or Forum of Nerva the monumental scale, the organizational 

parti, and the primacy of the enclosed object are all recalled at the Villa. 

The porticoes and peristyles at the Villa, however, do not follow the 

prescriptions of the forum; rather they invert the normative relationships 

associated with Roman public space. In keeping with the Villa's 

contradictory nature, one is never sure whether one is in an urban space or 

a domestic garden space. The peristyle gardens waver somewhere 

between the two, recalling association with both traditions. In the case of 

the Pecile, the temple at the end becomes little more than a niche in the 

curved end-wall; the garden/court itself becomes the object of view, with 

the center of the court occupied by an unoccupiable body of water. What 

was, in the forum, a vast, almost empty visual foreground for the temple, 

becomes, at the Villa, the vastly exaggerated peristyle garden of the 

traditional Roman house. 

(slides:/!/ (13) villa and frj (21) model shot, villa) 

Only in the case of the Canopus/Serapheum does a primary axis end 

with a monu mental object, ([rj (22) axial view to Serapeo) 

In the Canopus, however, in one of the few instances where the continuous 

fabric of the Villa is torn, there is no forecourt, only the vast expanse of the 

water of the canal. Neither is there a peristyle, only a pergola on the west 

side of the canal. The framing of the object here is done by landscape, the 

valley of the artificial canal artfully carved into the earth. 
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The presence of such a piece at the Villa is, in a sense, another 

recapitulation of urban typology. The elongated central apse configuration 

is typical of temples of Serapis throughout the empire. Yet, at the Villa, the 

temple form houses an elaborate dining area, repeating the theme of 

typological inversion at the Villa. 

slide: [lj (14) Canopus view by Piranesi andfr)(23) Serapeo view by 

Piranesi in Garden$ of Sallust) 

Another close parallel to the Serapheum of the Canopus, the Piranesi on the 

left, is found in the contemporary nymphaeum in the Gardens of Sallust in 

Rome, the Piranesi on the right. Its autonomy as an architectural foil in the 

gardens of Rome parallels the independent disposition of the Canopus and 

Serapheum. The idea of the garden pavilion within the real city is 

transferred to the garden of the stageset city. 

The theatricality of the analogous city, of monuments and the 

labyrinth, manifests itself in virtually all of the Villa s fragments. I would 

now like to take one of those fragments and take you through it, step by 

step, allowing both monument and labyrinth to reveal themselves through 

the interplay of tails and parataxis. 

(slides:HI(15)plan, maritime theatre, MAAR andIrJ(24) villa) 

In the plan of the so-called Maritime Theatre, one immediately 

perceives the composition's dominance as a figurai object in the fabric of 

the Villa as a whole. The Maritime Theatre is perhaps the clearest example 

of the juxtaposition of taxis and parataxis to simultaneously establish the 
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independence of the fragment and to incorporate that fragment into the 

dialogue between city and garden. 

The surprise and tension engendered by the intentional use of a strategy of 

spatial dislocation is emphasized when one notes that the centralized 

nature of the space is almost completely concealed, internalized, within the 

confines of linear walls which are coincident with the dominant 

compositional axes of the structures which bound the "Maritime Theatre": 

(go to screen) the Heliocaminus to the south, the so-called “Court of 

Libraries" to the north and east, and the "Hall of Philosophers" to the west. 

It is an invisible hinge between two of the dominant axes of the Villa. 

Concurrently, the separation of the various axes of approach from the 

dominant axes of the internal composition reinforces the notion of the 

autonomy of the central piece. 

go to screen, show approaches (slides: approaches, (r)(25)(a) hall of 

philosophers, (26)(b) library court, (27)(c) libraries) 

This dislocation of the axes of approach and orientation heightens the 

sense of drama and tension within the composition. 

slide: [1J (16) model view and [rj (28) model view.2 

What one would assume to be the main approach, through the vestibule 

along the main axis, is more or less a secondary transitional space between 

the Maritime Theatre and a small garden terrace. Externally, as you can 

see in these shots of the model, the vestibule itself becomes one of six 

scénographie garden pavilions which line the northern edge of the terrace. 

The vestibule is, in fact, disguised, almost obscured, by the mass of nearest 

of those pavilions and the vertical drop between the two. 
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(slide: UH16) tan's, maritime theatre and[rj(29) taiis.2) 

Internally, the concentric composition displays a clearly defined 

organizational taxis based on the repeated interplay of circle and square. 

Moving from the massive exterior boundary wall inward, one perceives the 

reinforcement of the dominant figurai centrality through the space of the 

circular path of the ambulatory, the simple screen of Ionic columns which 

describes the edge of path and pool, the circular pool itself, and finally, the 

highly carved "relief" of the exterior wall of the ornamental structure 

which occupies the "island". 

At the center of the composition, the concave sides of the island 

peristyle are derived from the construction of four circles with radius 

points on each of the four internal axes. As if to reinforce the suggestion 

that the island is itself an object of view, these partial circles, when 

completed, are bound by the outside edge of the circumscribing pool. 

There is a clear heirarchical ordering of the spaces which define the 

interior based first, on the standard Roman five foot module often used for 

monumental edifices, and, second, on the classical tenets of tripartition. 

siide: frj (30) tsodei shot, maritime theatre 

The large columnar exedra of the main entry is flanked by a passage on 

either side which are the offset points of access to the island across the two 

moveable bridges. This circular fragment made up of two column screens 

ordered along the lines of two opposed circles marks the point of 

intersection between interior and exterior. 
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(slide: fr] (31) view down axis, from inside vestibule) 

The external screen describes the line of the curve of the island’s boundary 

circle, pushing outward to protect the autonomy of the internal space, 

while the interior screen curves inward, seeming to receive the view, and 

the visitor. 

Up to this point I have been describing a clearly defined, 

hierarchically ordered centralized figure. I have made little mention as yet 

with regard to the other major compositional device evident in the 

"Maritime Theatre" -- the incorporation and extension of a dominant visual 

axis of orientation which violates that centralized figure, and which, in so 

doing, simultaneously enhances and erodes the reading of that figure. 

The only point of clear visual interpenetration occurs along the line of 

this dominant internal axis. The linearity of the axis implies a point of 

origin and a point of termination -- and a corresponding dominance in the 

overall scheme. 

slide: frj (32) view of short axis 

The axes of the internal orientation maintain a clear independence from 

the primary system of movement and view. This independence is revealed 

by the fact that both ends of the secondary axis are terminated by the 

solidity of the external boundary wall rather than bisecting any of the 

access points. 
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slide: [r] (33) view in through vestibule) 

By violating the internal spaces of the island casino, the longitudinal axis 

serves to keep the internal circle from freely rotating by clearly 

terminating both ends of the axis by means of a deep rectangular niche in 

the exterior boundary wall at one terminus, and by the small, 

symmetrically composed nymphaeum at the end of the garden terrace, (not 

shown) 

(slide:frj (34) view out from niche) 

The space in-between is characterized by visual rather than physical 

continuity. If one were to plot the points of occupation along this axis, one 

would find that within the confines of the dominant circle, a pattern of 

occupiable space and unoccupiable space would make a clear reading of the 

axis extremely difficult. 

slide: frj (35) axis from above niche 

The denial of one's ability to occupy the centerline of the axis, and the 

complexity of the movement pattern which reinforces the disconnected 

nature of occupiable space along the axis are consistent with a strategy of 

spatial dislocation by means of reorientation. 

slide: fr] (36) model shot, from vestibule in 

The axis serves to pull one visually across a space characterized by 

chiaroscuro patterns of light and dark, tying the whole together. Yet, it also 

establishes physically discontinuous realms clearly emphasized by the 

disjunction of the axis of vision and the axis of occupation. 
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The formal issues of taxis and parataxis are easier to define than is 

the true nature of this space. Its purpose, and its meaning, remains 

unknown, and unknowable. The primary focus of the composition, 

however, is this "island" at its center. It is commonly held that the Island 

Casino was the emperor s private, and isolated, retreat. Yet, the island 

seems more theatre than retreat, with every internal space, from bedroom 

the bathroom, revealed to the observer. It is more a scénographie object 

presented for the viewer's contemplative pleasure. 

Clearly, then, the "Maritime Theatre" is composed and configured as 

are many of the gardens at the Villa -- as an autonomous spatial 

organization focused on a theatrically placed central object, defined and 

enclosed by the column screen of a court. 

slide: [1} (18)plan, piscine andlr)(37) view of piscine 

The typical court configuration at the Villa is rectangular, as seen here in 

the Piscine, which translates somewhat less romantically, as the "Fishpond". 

Here the definition of the court interior, as well as the content of the court, 

follow the standard pattern: an open-air separation between the screen of 

columns and, consequently giving a clear independence to the central 

feature. Such a separation removes the object from the immediately 

attainable -- from the realm of reality, into the realm of illusion. Likewise, 

in the case of the Maritime Theatre and its "Island Casino", the notion of 

court as theatre, of the viewer and the idealized object of view, is 
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reinforced by the clearly defined circulation path around the object, the 

screen of columns which frames each view in sequence, and the obvious 

separation of these points of view from the object itself by the simple circle 

of water and air. 

slide: flj (19) plan Maritime Theatre and (rl (38) blank 

Beyond this complex manipulation of perception and experience 

through purely formal transformations, there remains the dialogue 

between the typology of the city and the intentional subversion of typology 

at the Villa. 

There are at least three overlapping readings which can be given to the 

Maritime Theatre: those of the house, the temple and the tomb. 

slide: frj (39) villa transformation. 1 

The island itself is, in simplest terms, a transformation of the 

archetypal Roman atrium house. It is symmetrically arranged around the 

central peristyle. And it contains those domestic components normally 

associated with the house, including the obligatory vestibule, dining area, 

bedrooms and a small bath. 

slide: frj (40) villa translormatlon.2 

In contrast to the scale of virtually all of the rest of the Villa, the scale of 

this "domus" is diminuative, its fluted ionic columns contrasting with the 

smoothness of the much larger ionic columns of the circular portico. Its 

domestic scale and nature reinforce the theatrical nature of the piece. 
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slides: [rJ (41) plan, Pantheon 

The primacy of the reading of the Maritime Theatre as house is 

undermined by association with a second typological artifact: the Pantheon 

in Rome with which Hadrian was also intimately involved. The internalized 

circle inscribed within a frame of rectilinear walls is very reminiscent of 

the Pantheon in Rome. There are, in fact, many similarities between the 

two, and significantly, many jarring, and, 1 would suggest, intentional 

differences. The diameter of the circular cella of the Pantheon, 150 feet, is 

identical to that of the Maritime Theatre.18 Brick-stamp dating of both 

structures reveals a close correspondence in the times of construction of 

the two, both having been begun around the beginning of Hadrian’s tenure 

as emperor, and completed between 125-128. 

slides: flJ(20) view of model, maritime theatre and (42) model, pantheon 

aerial 

At the Pantheon, the great temple front which faces the open 

forecourt fosters the expectation of an axially disposed and rectilinear 

temple beyond. Likewise, the vestibule of the Maritime Theatre acts to 

disguise its actual centrality, while simultaneously implying a dominant 

axiality. 

The differences between the two, however, are significant. 

(slides: flj (21) section through maritime theatre and frj (43) section 

through Pantheon) 

While the form in plan is similar, the three dimensional differences are 

clear. The spherical unity of space created in the Pantheon does not recur 

at the Maritime Theatre. Instead, the plan is much less volumetric when 

expanded into three dimensions. The unity of the whole is intentionally 
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disrupted; the space is segmented, broken into many smaller volumes, 

rather than the all-encompassing universal space implied by historical 

precedents for the form.^ 

Also, there are, obviously, great differences in the scale of the two pieces. 

Where dominant universal volumes are by nature monumental, the 

fragmentation of such a volume, implied by the adoption of the circle as 

the primary formal structure, creates a significantly smaller sense of scale 

-- the intimacy of domesticity in direct contradiction to the formal 

vocabulary of monumentality. 

slides: flj (22) pian. Mausoleum of Augustus and fr) (44) aerial view 

A third typological association, and a second universal volume, drawn 

upon by the Maritime Theatre, is that of the monumental tomb, seen here 

in the Mausoleum of Augustus. The Italian tradition of constructing 

circular tombs as funerary monuments developed under the Etruscans, and 

was adopted in turn, by the Romans, In fact, the site of the Villa contains 

one such tomb, a pair of concentric circles standing as a free-form 

structure. Its inclusion in the sequence of eiperience at the Villa suggests, 

if only tangentially, a connection between this piece and the Maritime 

Theatre. The outer wall of the Maritime Theatre and the layered circles of 

the interior describe the form of the tomb. 

siides:fij (23) pian and section, Mausoieum of Hadrian and [ri (45) 

The isolation of the interior from the eiterior and its almost spiralling 

paths of access, bear an even more remarkable resemblance to the 

Mausoleum of Hadrian, begun perhaps as little as five years after the 

completion of both Pantheon and Maritime Theatre. 
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Both the Pantheon and the Mausoleums are representative of the 

proliferation and perpetuation of the myth of the imperial cult in which 

emperors were deified, worshipped, and ultimately made icons of the 

empire. The Maritime Theatre seems to superficially acknowledge that 

myth through the use of the formal language of monumentality, and yet, 

paradoxically, to deny the myth through the subversion of universal space 

accomplished by the original transformation of the traditional Roman 

house. 

slides: flj(24) maritime theatre, photo and fri(46)Piranesi, drawing, 

maritime theatre 

It is perhaps in the light of these similarities and differences that one 

can see something of the purpose of this piece within the fabric of the 

whole. In this single piece one is confronted by an architectural construct 

which simultaneously associates itself with monumental urbanism, with 

the traditional Roman peristyle house, with the temple, and ultimately with 

the tomb. In its dual simplicity and complexity it mirrors the themes 

which tie the Villa together, and leaves one to seek a reason for its 

intentionally ambiguous nature in the next piece of the parataxicai puzzle. 
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(slide: fl](25) etching sww, plan, maritime theatre and [rj (47) etching, 

Piranesi, serapeo 

Conclusion: 

The rhetoric of ruin, latent in the fragments of order supplied or 

implied by landscape, geometry, and the rituals of experience, plays a 

subtle game with all those who seek understanding -- with the 

philosopher, the poet and the scientist which each of us brings to the Villa. 

One can read the Villa as one chooses -- as city or as garden, as a 

labyrinthine sequence of space, as monumentalized and fragmented 

formal episodes, or perhaps most compellingly, as a narrative text which 

lies beneath the surfaces of walls and water and earth, which has neither 

beginning nor end, but which offers rich meanings to the imagination that 

attempts its reconstruction. 

The enigma of arrival, and in the end, the enigma of departure, blur 

into one another, revealing the ambiguity and tension inherent in the 

relationships between man, the city of his dwelling and the landscapes he 

fabricates to bind them tenuously together. At Hadrian’s Villa, the three 

are woven into a tale which is something of both fact and fiction, one in 

which the real and the ideal coexist, mediated by an archaeology of 

memory, and an architecture of the imagination. 
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IL section two. text 
temporal conjunction- 
beginning a dialogue with the present 

architecture and the archaeology of memory 

the Getty Center for the History of Art 
and the Humanities 



(Memory is the treasury 
and guardian of ait things.) 



On the Archaeology of Memory: 
Temporal Landscapes and the Museum of the City 

Scott Wheland Wall 
ArhcitecturalDesign Thesis 
Rice University 
Spring 1988 

To build is to collaborate with earth, to put human mark 
upon a landscape, modifying it forever thereby; the 
process also contributes to that slow change which 
makes up the history of cities.... To reconstruct is to 
collaborate with time.... penetrating or modifying its 
spirit and carrying toward a longer future. Thus 
beneath the stones we find the secret of the springs. 

The notion that architecture and landscape form 
an interdependent dialogue between the ideal 
city and the paradisical garden is certainly not 
new. It is evident in the composition of 
Hellenistic cities and later, of both Imperial and 
Papal Rome. It is evident by implication in the 
wistful anti-urban rhetoric of ancient 
philosophers such as Virgil and Horace, and more 
recently, in the words of Laugier, Rousseau and 
Thoreau. 

Yet, architecture, the habitation of man, is an 
inherently urban phenomenon. Whether the 
context or this architecture is, in fact, urban, or 
whether it is extra-urban, there exists an implicit 
dialogue between the architecture of the city and 
the landscape upon which it is built. The 
existence or the garden in the city is similarly 
urban in nature, as the landscape foil against 
which the fragmentary artifacts of the city play. 
There is a tense coherence to this fragile dialogue 
between the two interrelated manifestations of 
the ideals of town in country and country in 
town. 

De Chirico's metaphysical "enigma’’ paintings 
strike at the heart of this dialogue, proclaiming 
on canvas the deconstruction and fragmentation 
of the city. Here the topography of the landscape 



invades the frame and becomes, as it were, the 
necessary element in the timelessly ambiguous 
tension between the objects of the city as 
artifacts and the landscape which both contains 
and is contained by them. These works also 
serve as a vehicle which represents the central 
problem of the modern, post-industrial city -- the 
alienation of man within the deconstructed 
framework of the city, where one is left only with 
its vestigial remnants. The artifacts which remain 
serve only to evoke a memory of the city, its 
completeness imbedded within that memory. 
The implied existence of preconditional 
landscapes which is evident in De Chirico's 
paintings is reflected in the reality of the modern 
city. The precondition for the city's 
deconstruction and reconstruction must, of 
course, be its construction. The tension inherent 
in the architectural rhetoric of the artifact (the 
"anxious object”), its landscape, and the rituals of 
use, is ultimately a consequence of the dualistic 
processes of construction and reconstruction. The 
memory of the precondition is idealized, altered 
in the historical archaeology of the mind, thereby 
increasing both the tension and the ambiguity in 
this architectural commentary upon the city of 
artifacts and fragments. 

Such a city has few points of stability, but rather 
continually evolves and changes over time. 
Memory and history become the stabilizing 
elements in the dialogue between the city of 
artifacts and the landscape. In this fluid 
environment the nature of the spatial sequence 
must inevitably trace a path between the city of 
monuments and its landscape. The 'narrative'' is 
provided by the construction and reconstruction 
of this sequential experience. In the city of 
tragedy, comedy and satire, the act of resolution 
becomes an act of volition, a recognition of the 
self-conscious city in the myths by which we 
deconstruct its archetypal memory, the nostalgia 
by which we construct its temporary present, and 
the dreams by which we reconstruct its fragile 
future. 



Thesis: Conjunction 

In a world which is only a vortex of forces and whirl of 
atoms, where there is neither high nor low, periphery 
or center, I could ill conceive of globe without motion, 
or a fixed point which would not move. 

The thesis is predicated on my investigations of 
Villa Adriana as an urban artifact in a landscape 
which was chosen specifically as the converse of 
the urban condition. The analogous nature of the 
Villa is clearly evident in its typologically 
consisent derivation of urban form at 
monumental scale. The seemingly arbitrary 
configuration of the spaces and 'objects" is, I 
would suggest, intentional. There exists an 
approach to the composition of form and space 
which self-consciously fabricates a manifestly 
theatrical labyrinth of experience. The analogous 
city is a composition based on four principles -- 
the fragmentation of temporal and spatial 
experience, the resultant autonomy of the 
architectural object within the fabric of the 
whole, the inversion of the normative 
associations derived from urban forms and 
typologies, and the juxtaposition of landscape and 
cityscape, both in the internal and external 
sequence of experience. The archaeology of 
memory is invoked as the datum about which all 
interpretations of experience are structured. 

The research done, combined with the extensive 
program of the Getty Center .should serve simply 
as the vehicles for a temporal and spatial 
investigation of the construction, deconstruction, 
and reconstruction of the landscape and of the 
city as a commentary on the city. The direct 
relationship of the site to the real city in the Los 
Angeles Basin below offers the opportunity 
confront the city with itself. Each phase in the 
building of the analogous city requires some 
precondition, either explicit (i.e. the city, the 
landscape, the freeway), or implicit (i.e. the 
surveyor's grid). As such, they provide the 
framework for each subsequent construction. 
One is confronted with a multiplication of 
meaning inherent in the juxtaposition of the 
various fragments which make up the whole, 
rather than with a clarity of meaning which 
would derive from a complete whole placed upon 
the landscape in a single, atemporal move. The 
autonomous components of the building program, 



from foundations to gardens through the various 
buildings themselves, can potentially frame an 
architectural narrative of interrelated sequence 
and ritual — of the building and rebuilding of the 
changing faces of city and landscape. The force of 
Time, the fragile substance of Materiality, and the 
vestiges of Memory are the interdependent 
components of the project. 



Program Statement 

The Getty Center 
for the history of Art and the Humanities 
and 
The Getty Conservation institute 
in 
Los Angeies Caiifornia 

Program: Test 

The Getty Center will house three separate, yet 
interrelated functions: the Getty Center for the 
History of Art and the Humanities, the Getty 
Conservation Institute, and the New Museum. An 
entrance facility and visitor parking for 800 cars 
will be located at the edge of the site, just west of 
the San Diego Freeway. The facility itself will 
incorporate a series of gardens for the display of 
sculpture, as well as for quiet contemplation. 

Program: Site 

The 742 acre site is one of great natural beauty, 
offering dramatic views of the Los Angeles Basin 
and the Pacific Ocean. It is secluded enough to 
permit the quiet and contemplative atmosphere 
conducive to scholarly research, yet is close 
enough to the San Diego Freeway to make it 
easily accessible to Museum visitors as well. The 
varied terrain lends itself to many building and 
landscape design possibilities. The complex will 
occupy about 24 acres of the site, and the 
remaining acreage will be landscaped or left in its 
natural state. 



Program: Space 

Getty Center for the History of Art 
and the Humanités 

128,750 si. 

Getty Conservation Institute 43.750 s I. 

Museum 200,000 s.f. 

Scholars' Housing (includes housing 
for scholars and families, 
and intern/staff dormitory, and 
communal dining) 

50,000 s I. 

Services 
(cafeteria, physical plant, etc.) 

50,000 si*. 

Parking (200 spaces for staff) 65,000 s.f. 

Entrance Facility (security 
and tour orientation) 

6,500 si. 

Total 544,000sf. 



Program: Memory 

(the edifice is sufficient in itself: it is at once the drama 
and the background to the drama, the setting ofa 
dialogue between the human will yet inscribed on the 
massive stonework the inert mineral energy, and 
irrevocable time.) 

Program: Memory and Site 

(Nature is a temple where living pillars offer con fused 
speech.. Man pauses amidst forests of symbols which 
observe him with familiar looks... like long echoes 
which con fuse themselves from afar... In the vastness 
of the night and in the clarity ofthe day, perfumed 
colors and sounds correspond and respond in a 
correspondence between double-meaning senses.) 



Program One 

The Getty Center for the History of Art 
and the Humanities 

Program One: Text 

The Center's chief purpose is to foster the 
exchange of knowledge and ideas in art history 
and the related humanities among scholars from 
around the world. It will be a center for 
advanced research that places art history at the 
forefront of a multidisciplinary examination and 
interpretation of institutions, culture and history. 

The Center's programs will not be 
departmentalized by discipline nor circumscribed 
by strict geographical or historical boundaries. 
Established and emerging scholars and graduate 
students in art history, the humanities, and the 
social sciences will come to the Center for varying 
periods, and will find resources for research that 
by the end of the decade should number among 
the world's finest. 



Program One: Space 

Lob by/Reception 

Administration (director/staff) 

Seminar rooms (6) 

Lecture room 

Auditorium (cap. 400) 

Studies for scholars (25 & 135 si.) 

Graduate ‘cells’ (25 70 si.) 

Scholars lounge with kitchen 

Library offices (director/staff) 

Library workrooms, shipping etc. 

Computer room (cataloging) 

Library 
(open stacks,reading rooms, 
desk, catalogs, 1/2 million in 
collection) 

Library (research and rare books) 

Photo archives (antiquities, 
painting, medieval, and 
decorative arts) 

Archives of the History of Art 

Subtotal 

Shipping/receiving 
Storage 
Bathrooms, janitors 
Mechanical 
Circulation 

variable 

1,685 si. 

1,440 si. 

800 si. 

4,500 si. 

3,375 si. 

1,750 si. 

750 si. 

1,000 si. 

2,200 si. 

500 si. 

20.000 si. 

30.000 si. 

20.000 si. 

15.000 si. 

103,000sX 

25,750 si. 

Total 128,750sJ: 



Program: Memory and Foreshadowing 

(The beginning is connected with the promise ofthe 
end, and retrospectiveiy, the end is connected with the 
promise of the beginning. Temporal succession in these 
works can be conceived as a road that neither comes 
from somewhere, nor goes anywhere, but is 
comprehended, as if from far away, as a whole. The 
various actions and events  thus seen, are 
connected by a network of overlapping descriptions 
bound up in a present that incorporates past and future 
together. ) 



Program Two 
The Getty Conservation Institute 

Program Two: Teit 

The institute was created to enhance the quality 
of conservation practise both in the United States 
and abroad. Established in 1982, it is guided by 
two fundamental principles. The first is that the 
best conservation practises are interdisciplinary, 
combining the collective knowledge and 
judgment of the curator, scientist, and 
conservator. The second is that conservation 
should give prime consideration to the artist's 
original conception of the work of art. 

To house three major Getty programs concerned 
with the conservation of works of art in various 
media. Includes applied scientific research and 
analysis, collection and dissemination of 
conservation information, and advance training in 
conservation theory and practise. 



Program Two: Space 

Lob by/Reception variable 

Administration (director/staff) 1,500 s.f. 

Conservators 3,400 sX. 

Seminar room/classrooms 1,600 sX. 

Auditorium/lecture hall 1,500 s.f. 

Laboratories (one large and 15,000 sX. 
two small) These are for both the 
scientific and conservation sections 
and includes offices and storage. 

Library (with reception, offices, 10,000 sX. 
work room, and storage) 

Shipping/Receiving (with direct 2,000 sX. 
connection to New Museum) 

Subtotal 35,000sf. 

Receiving/delivery 8,750 sX. 
Storage 
Bathrooms, janitors, etc. 
Mechanical 
Circulation 

Total 43,750sf. 



Program: Memory and Structure 

(Not all architecture is linear, nor is it all made of 
spatial additions, of detachable parts and clearly de fined 
entities. Circular buildings, grid cities, as well as 
accumulations offragmentary perspectives and cities 
without beginings or ends, produce scrambled 
structures where meaning is derived from the order of 
experience rather than the order of composition.) 



Program Throe 
New Getty Museum 

Program Three: Text 

The museum will house the Getty collection of 
European art from the Middle Ages through the 
nineteenth century, along with other, more 
diverse collections. The Getty Museum of 
Antiquities will remain in the existing Getty 
Museum on the Pacific Coast Highway. The New 
Museum will become the cornerstone for the 
development of a broad program of public 
education in art — its history, its development, 
and its effect on culture. 

The breakdown of departments follows 
traditional guidelines and is composed of two 
major (painting and decorative arts) and four 
minor departments (drawings, manuscripts, 
sculpture and works of art, and photographs. The 
Center is not intended to be a general museum of 
art but is engaged in many activities which 
complement its many areas of interest, including 
strong commitments to public education, 
scholarship and publications. 



Program Three: Space 

Lobby/Reception variable 

Museum Shop 2,000 sX. 

Administration 
(director/staff) 

1,500 sX. 

Curators (three plus staff) 2,500 si. 

Publications 
(editor plus staff, etc.) 

5,000 si. 

Galleries. 

Permanent collection: 
Painting 

43,000 sX. 

Permanent collection: 
Decorative Arts 

23,000 sX. 

Drawings 6,000 sX. 

Manuscripts 6,000 sX. 

Photography 6,000 sX. 

Sculpture and works of art 6,000 sX. 

Changing exhibitions 12,500 sX. 

Gallery support 
(shipping/receiving, 
conservation, exhibition design, 
workshop, etc.) 

17,500 sX. 

Storage 20,000 sX. 

Seminar rooms (6) 2,400 sX. 

Auditorium (cap. 500) 5,600 sX. 

Subtotal 160,000 sf. 

Mise, storage 
Bathrooms, janitors, etc. 
Mechanical 
Circulation 

40,000 sX. 

Total 200,000sf 



Program: Memory and Fragmentation 

(Without a past, which seems inexorably lost, we thus 
live in the perception of the partiality of the present, 
as if 'closed in an eternal fragment, And this is the 
reason why it is precisely ‘metropolitan time'that has 
generated a myriad of., .figures /works ofart] without 
a past who can thus be available to the future, to that 
which is outside a world and reality which, in its 
fragmentary and ruinouspartiality, in creasingly 
resembles a tangled and gloomy forest ofsymbols. What 
is to be enclosed in the shrines ofmemory, in museums, 
if we ourselves are devoid of memory? The extreme 
attempt of the collector is thus to detain and catalogue 
not things but time itself: its memory and experience.) 



III. section three, images 

carceri and reliquary 
the ideas of the tomb, the theatre and the sacromonte 
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IV section lour, teit andimage. 

notes and drawings from a book 
. documenting the progression of ideas 



1. 

The museum is the repository of the past. The institute preserves the 
past. It is of the city, but not of the city. Public and private. The institute 
and its scholars record the passage of time and of history. 

The one stops time and the other records and keeps time, noting its 
movement and change, even as the art that it observes fades into dusty 
obscurity. 

The museum is the theatre above the city of display. It has been, and 
always will be, a place where immobile objects are on review. It is, 
however, a timeless theatre, forever locked within time. The museum and 
the institute are paired paradoxes, contradictions which play one off 
against the other. 

The dialogue first is between the city and the sign of the city, which 
reflects the changes in each other. It is, second, a dialogue between the 
public theatre and the private theatre. 

In the first, the people of the city come to view the city from the 
artificial gardens of art, and in the second the clerics of academia become 
the audience. 



II. The museum and its gardens are a landscape composed of 
monuments and artifacts — spatially and temporally dislocated relics of 
memory and self-conscious nostalgia in critical resonance with the 
evcrchanginç city below. Yet the artifacts exist as autonomous pieces. The 
'analogous' city around it, like the city below, must also change. Only in the 
dialogue between memory, the artifacts and the landscape does the city 
find the reflection of that which does not exist. 

The composition of violated objects upon layered topography is by the 
underlying grid of archaeological reference points, which provide the 
datum against which the chaos of the analogous city is read. 



III. 

The order of construction: temporal sequence and mapping 
topographic incidents 

measuring the site, 
topography and the grid 

excavation. 

mapping the location of artifacts 

laying foundations 

constructing stratified layers of the city 

fabricating landscapes: 
landscape with gate (tension at threshold) 
landscape with lines (retaining walls) 
landscape with planes (terraces) 
landscape with volumes (offices as monuments of the new city) 
landscape with tower (transit and level) 



IV. 

History is both a moment, an episode, and a process, an accumulation 
of moments. It is by nature sequential. History is simultaneously 
independent of time and dependent upon it. 

Vestiges of the city are inthe places of the museum. The garden is 
itself an intrinsically urban phenomenon. It is an artificial imitation of 
nature. And it is inherently anti-urban. 

The museum is itself a relic within which artifacts are kept. It like 
memory, is the treasury and guardian of all things' 

The museum reflects the image of the city, the changes on a face 
scarred by the interventions of time. 

The conservation institute restores the past, endlessly changing an 
object never meant to be change. In arresting time, the conservators 
rewrite history. The is an agony within this process which represents the 
perpetuation of the nostalgic. 

the attempt to reanimate the past has become the discovery of a 
necropolis. 



VI. 

relies are housed within reliquaries, ornate little side-chapels and 
alcoves hidden along the path of the pilgrim. The journey is everything 
passing across the bridge, through the gate, into the court; the story 
changes with the passage of time and the movement of the viewer. 

path grid monument archive artifact 

path landscape ridge canyon walls 



V. 

archive: 1. an organized body of records pertaining to an organization 
or institution. 2. a place inwhich such records are preserved 3. Any 
repository of evidence, ‘the archives of the mind' 

fr. arkheln, beginning, to begin. 

the archive is the storehouse, the beginning and endlessly continuing 
quest for understanding the critical process within art history. 

it is also the crypt, a terminus for the placement of criticism 



VIL 

stratification of the city of memory 

monuments, dislocated European artifacts as figurai spaces 

museum, tombs and the reliquaries of art 

research center, monastery and the brotherhood of academics 

gardens, landscapes of many cities, ruin and the manicured lawn. 

offices, monuments of the new city 



VIII. 

tha ptami&a revolves around the idea of the violation of the 
monument. That its private nature makes of it an umpublic thing, a secret 
thing. The real monument is the tome. Because of the violence done to the 
"classical" museum there are perpetual penetrations of the tomb of the 
museum. The evidence lies in the stratified violation of the landscape. 

Vestiges of the past and monuments to the temporary present rise up 
above this subterranean construction, tumbling walls and scaffolded 
offices. 

The European city, the city of fabric and monuments, is only partially 
revealed inthe walls of the gardens' which form an irrational 'grid' upon 
the land. The modern city, the American city of objects and inviolate 
artificial landscapes, is devoid of memory. 



IX. 

I go outside.... the magnificent chaos of the museum follows me and 
mingles with the bustle of the streets. ...We are and we move in the same 
vortex of the melange that we iniiict as a torment on the art of' the past. ' 
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ETCHING ON ZINC PLATE 
THE RHETORIC OF RUIN, NO. 1 
A COMPOSITION OF AUTONOMOUS FRAGMENTS 
VILLA ADRIANA 

Critic: Karin Broker 
Fall 1987 

The beginning is connected with the promise of the end, and retrospectively, the end is connected with 
the promise of the beginning. Temporal succession in these works can be conceived as a road that neither 
comes from somewhere, nor goes anywhere, but is comprehended, as if from for away, as a whole. The 
various actions and events , thus seen, are connected by a network of overlapping descriptions bound 
up in a present that incorporates past and future together. 

Richard Brilliant 
Visual Narratives 
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DESIGN THESIS - 
THE GETTY CENTER FOR TI tE HISTORY OF ART 
AND THE HUMANITIES 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

an Critics: \Albert Pope and Peter Waldm|a 
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VII. 

The Analogous City and the Archaeology of Memory: 
Mapping Topographic Incidents 
Sections through Museum and Study Center 

The autonomous components of the building program, from foundations to gardens through the various 
buildings themselves frame an architectural narrative of interrelated sequence and ritual — of building 
and rebuilding the changing faces of the city and its landscape. The force of time, the fragile substance 
of materiality, and the vestiges of memory are the interdependent components of the project. 






